’Courage to start and willingness to keep everlasting at it are the pre-requisites for success.’

These lines are driving force of Kabirians and their optimistic approach and perseverance is what set them apart from others. Kabir house has always striven to encourage and appreciate new talent and skills as we believe that “The gem can’t be polished without friction nor man without trials.” Each one of us is unique in his own way and possesses the power to accomplish anything that we set our minds to. Kabirians had a year of triumphs and glory, defeats and disappointments.

Kabirians have learnt to raise their standard to achieve success. They draw inspiration from their zeal not from the intoxicating effect of their achievements. Grounded in reality, they have their goals and targets in sight which kindles their spirit but at the same time they keep their heads on shoulders. Kabirians with their perseverance and hardwork bagged first prize in Inter-House Dance Competition (Solo and Group). Himank of XI-A outflanked his opponents with his substance and style, making his house proud by bagging first prize in Inter-House English Debate and second position in Cookery Competitions respectively.

As it is aptly said “we are what we repeatedly do. Excellence therefore is not an act, but a habit.” Kabirians with their self-discipline and confidence, commitment and high endurance have proved their skills in the field of sports by working continuously and bringing laurels to the house. Kabir got first position in Inter-House Football (girls), Basketball (Jr. & Sr. Boys), second position in Football (Sr. Boys), Hockey (Sr. Boys and Girls) and third position in Football (Sr. Boys) and Hockey (Jr. Boys).
Kabirians had moments of despair too during the year, but the road to success runs uphill. So, we learnt from our mistakes instead of giving up as said by Thomas Edison, “one’s greatest weakness lies in giving up. The most certain way to succeed is to try just one more time.” We dream to achieve goals working relentlessly for it, as “Some people dream of success...while others wake up and work hard at it” We are the latter.

The conviction, resolve and enthusiasm of Kabirians help them to move on along the road to success. This is further strengthened by loving care, valued guidance and relentless efforts of Ms. Ruby Godara (House warden), Ms. Shalini, Ms. Ruchika, Ms. Kanchan, Ms. Pragati, Ms. Rekha, Ms. Payal, Ms. Nisha, Mr. Shyam Tiwari, Mr. Narula and Mr. R K Pathania.